e-Sourcing and Requisitioning made easy
Benefits


Focus on key features required
by most companies. Can be set
up and learned in a week or two,
without any training.



Cloud-based with no need for
hardware. Accessed with a
subscription fee (SaaS model).





Once someone in an organization has identified a purchasing need, an eProcurement system allows them to raise a request for the goods and/or
services, prompting those in charge of procurement to create a sourcing event,
run the event and collect submissions from suppliers, evaluate the event, make
an award, get the necessary internal approvals, and execute the transaction.
The aim is nothing less than to get the best product from the best supplier at the
best price and at the right time.

Features of Procurehere

Reduces time per sourcing event
from weeks to days, by cutting
out paperwork and resources.

Requisitioning

Up to 98% of all spend is sourced
using events with e-procurement
systems, compared to 35%
traditionally.






Averages 17% savings per event.



Transparency and integrity,
allows elimination of fraud, waste,
errors and maverick buying.



Enforces compliance with policies
and controls.



Improves record-keeping.



Can be seamlessly integrated
with ERP and other solutions.



24/7 helpdesk and online
knowledgebase of help articles.



Transparent and affordable
subscription packages for our
customers.



Mobile-friendly.



PR Creation is controlled and expedited with the use of templates. The
approvals route in a template is fully configurable by the administrator.
The items purchased and prices are controlled through the catalogue.
The process ends with a pdf of the PO, unless it feeds back into the ERP.

RFx





This feature covers RFI, RFQ, RFP and Tenders.
Creation is done in a simple wizard with an option of using templates.
Allows document uploads, meetings, questionnaires, bills of quantities,
multiple supplier invitations, insertion into envelopes, and reports.
Evaluation Committee compares bids on system/Excel download. Can
disqualify suppliers, award, and push into data into another event.

Auctions



Real-time bidding via English, Dutch and Sealed Bid auction types, all in
both forward and reverse direction.
Auction console can be set to either supplier names / ranks / prices.

ERP Integration






Procurehere comes enabled for integration with SAP.
This allows you to centralize your supplier management, product categories
and so on in the ERP, if you prefer it that way.
It allows seamless pushing of purchase requisitions in the ERP to esourcing events in Procurehere, and back into the rest of the procure-to-pay
process.
Integrating with other ERPs is now straightforward and available upon
request.

About Privasia Technology

Features (cont.)

Privasia has its roots in an eprocurement business that
commenced in 2001. It was listed on
the Malaysian stock exchange in
2009. Today, it is a leading ICT and
business process outsourcing player
in Malaysia with an established
clientele in the ports, utilities, finance,
and other sectors. It has 120 staff,
comprising mainly IT professionals.
The Procurehere platform has
facilitated spend of more than US$ 1.2
billion since 2002, which have realised
an average savings of 17% per event.

Supplier Management


Designed to make it as painless as possible for suppliers to self-register
onto the platform.
Suppliers are organized in the searchable global database using category
standards.
Buyers can also classify them using their own categories in their system.




Control Features



The administrator can set restrictions on users and impose templates.
Every action in Procurehere is captured in audit trails, and a global viewer
role can be created for auditors.

Mobile App


The mobile app allows events to be searched and browsed, users to
approve and perform other simple actions, and viewing of usage metrics.
Event List

Event Details

Approvals

Helpdesk and Knowledgebase



24/7 helpdesk with telephone, chat and email channels.
Knowledgebase with >100 articles on account and billings, setup, carrying
out events and requisitioning, and getting help.
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